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DUNK TANK SAFETY RULES SET UP OF DUNK TANK 
1. Easy Dunker must always have an adult operator on duty when in use.  

2. Keep Easy Dunker away from electricity.  

3. Keep water level filled to at least 8” from top of tank.  

4. Only one person at a time allowed on the seat or in the tank.  

5. Keep all non-swimmers, anyone less than 5 feet tall, or anyone over 250 lbs out 

of tank.  

6. To keep from slipping, the dunkee must always wear close-toed shoes.  

7. Prior to each time the dunkee climbs onto the seat, they must first make sure the 

seat is securely locked in place and that the safety latch is engaged.  

8. The dunkee should use handles to assist in climbing onto the tank and for getting 

back up onto the seat after being dunked. However, dunkee must not hold onto 

the handles while being dunked.  

9. Advise dunkee to move towards the front of the tank when coming up out of the 

water to avoid hitting head on the seat.  

10. When tank is unattended, always drain water.  

11. NEVER use baseballs or other hard balls.  

12. NEVER stand on seat.  

13. When being dunked, the dunkee must keep hands on knees and sit forward on 

the seat.  

14. Do not hit target with hands.  

15. Do not operate dunk tank during a storm.  

16. Periodically, check tank and trailer frame for sharp edges.  

TOWING SAFETY RULES 

 2” ball required for towing dunk tank.  

 Tie a second safety rope to hold wing frame against tank.  

 Always use a safety chain and BOTH tongue pins.  

 

1. Select a level area for set up. Unhook the trailer and lights from the tow vehicle 

and roll it to the set up area. NOTE: Trailer and tank are 1 UNIT, DO NOT TRY 

TO SEPARATE.  

2. Raise the tongue end of the trailer and remove the hitch pins from the tongue 

bar. Slide the tongue bar out and replace the pins in the bar.  

3. Slowly lift up from the open end of the tank to set the tank upright. Set the tongue 

bar behind the tank on the ground.  

4. Untie the ropes holding the side canvas frame and swing it out into position. 

NOTE: It may be necessary to block the bottom of the frame so the wind does 

not move it as this will cause the target arm to bend.  

5. Check the drain plug to make sure it is tight and then fill the tank to the top with 

water. Tank should be filled to roughly 500 gallons of water and takes about 1 

hour to fill with a garden hose.  

6. Install the red target disk and the target arm. Arm must be installed first, being 

careful to get flattened end through metal guide and between handles of vice 

grips. The other end of the arm is put through round metal guide and then 

through the hole in the canvas. Install the target to the end of the arm.  

7. Test the target function by pushing against it. The seat should drop if installed 

correctly. Raise the seat and close the vice grip located under the seat.  

8. Once event is complete, drain water from dunk tank by unscrewing the drain 

plug.  


